Speechland Pro: Resources Catalogue
Phonology
Assessments
Vowel Assessment
Complete informal assessment of all vowel phonemes of Standard British English together with
marksheet and space for analysis

Initial & Final Phoneme Assessment
Informal assessment of all consonant phonemes of Standard British English in initial and final position.
A series of cards designed to give the greatest phonological sample with the least number of stimuli.

t
Tap
A dripping tap for practising t in isolation – say one‘t’ for each drip

t initial spinner
An activity for practising t CV words – spin and say

t initial footprints
Fun activity for practising t initial words at word, phrase or sentence level

t initial dominoes
A classic game adapted for matching pairs of t initial words instead of numbers

k
k initial fish
Catch the fish and see what word you’ve caught. Useful for practising k initial at word, phrase or
sentence level

Coloured cars snap
A fun and frantic game for really securing phrase level production. Put your card down and say what
you’ve got (red car, green car etc), but remember to look for the snap! Forget your k and your snap
won’t count!!

Colour – in cups homework sheet
A fun homework sheet for moving towards phrase level practice. Colour the cups and say what you’ve
done – red cup, blue cup etc. Can also be used at sentence level – ‘I’ve coloured the red cup’ etc

f
f initial snakes and ladders
Snakes and ladders with a twist – each square has a f initial word on to say. Can be used for
practising f initial at word, phrase or sentence level

f initial dominoes
A classic game adapted for matching pairs of t initial words instead of numbers

s
s initial spinner
An activity for practising s initial words – spin and say

Large snake jigsaw
For practising s in isolation - put a piece of jigsaw in for each good s.

Large snake to colour in
For practising s in isolation – colour a segment for each good s sound
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Coloured socks snap
A fun and frantic game for really securing phrase level production. Put your card down and say what
you’ve got (red sock, green sock etc), but remember to look for the snap! Forget your k and your
snap won’t count!!

Colour – in sandcastles
A fun homework sheet. Colour the sandcastles and say what colour they are: ‘blue sandcastle etc’.
Then stick them on the beach scene. For sentence level practice, you can also say ‘I’m sticking the
blue sandcastle’

l
l initial number phrases
A series of cards with different numbers of l initial words. Use them to fish, match, pelmanism, but
remember the l!

l initial snakes and ladders
Snakes and ladders with a twist – each square has a l initial word on to say. Can be used for
practising l initial at word, phrase or sentence level

h
h practice homework book
A 5-page homework book for practising h. Full of colour pictures and activity ideas to develop a child’s
h sound.

‘Sh’
Colour-in shells
A fun homework sheet. Colour the shells and say what colour they are: ‘blue shell etc’. Then stick
them on the beach scene. For sentence level practice, you can also say ‘I’m sticking the blue shell on
the beach’

Colour-in sheep
A fun homework sheet. Colour the sheep and say what colour they are: ‘blue sheep etc’. Then stick
them on the field. For sentence level practice, you can also say ‘I’m sticking the blue sheep in the
field’

s clusters
s cluster snakes and ladders
Snakes and ladders with a twist – each square has an s cluster word on to say. Can be used for
practising s clusters at word, phrase or sentence level

sp – coloured spades
For practising sp initial at phrase level. Talk about the coloured spades (red spade, yellow spade etc).
The cards can be used for lotto, matching games or snap.

s clusters minimal pairs
A series of sheets illustrating CV/ CCV minimal pairs for s clusters. Use for listening, lotto, matching or
sorting games.

s cluster spinner
An activity for practising s cluster words – spin and say

r clusters
r clusters snakes and ladders
Snakes and ladders with a twist – each square has an r cluster word on to say. Can be used for
practising r clusters at word, phrase or sentence level
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Final Consonant Deletion
final consonant snakes and ladders
Snakes and ladders with a twist – each square has a word with a different final consonant on it to say.
Can be used for practising final consonants at word, phrase or sentence level

Fronting & Backing
t & k initial sorting homework sheet
Can you find out which pictures belong in the t box and which in the k box? A fun homework sheet for
internal judgements of the t/k contrast.

Colour-in caterpillars activity sheet
An activity sheet for judging front and back sounds. When you hear a front sound (t), colour the front
of the caterpillar, when you hear a back sound (k) colour the back of the caterpillar.

Language
Comparatives & Superlatives
Comparatives reference sheet
A sheet illustrating the significance of the -er and –est endings for comparatives and superlatives

Comparatives Worksheet – pencils
A worksheet looking at the different lengths of longer and shorter pencils, includes 12 questions. With
6 coloured pencils – can you work out which is longer than which, and which is the shortest?

Comparatives Worksheet – balls
A worksheet looking at the relative sizes of 5 coloured balls, includes 12 questions – can you work out
which ball is smaller than which, and which is the biggest?

Plurals
Irregular plurals worksheet
A series of 15 sentence completion questions for practising common irregular plurals (fill the gaps)

Irregular plurals worksheet – picture version
A series of 15 sentence completion questions for practising common irregular plurals (replace the
picture with the correct plural)

Irregular plurals reference sheet
A reference sheet with picture illustrations for the most common irregular plurals

Irregular plurals worksheet – ‘children’
A fun worksheet for practising the irregular plural ‘children’. Say what the children are doing in each
picture.

Irregular plurals worksheet – ‘teeth’
A fun worksheet for practising the irregular plural ‘teeth’. The smiley faces have lost lots of teeth – say
how many teeth each face has left.

Tenses
Time words worksheet
A useful worksheet for relating words such as ‘now’, ‘yesterday’ and ‘tomorrow’ to their correct
timeframe. Cut out the words and decide whether they refer to past, present or future time. Once
completed, the sheet can act as a reference sheet.

-ught irregular past tense story worksheet
A story based around the –ught past tense forms. Replace each picture with the correct irregular past.

-ught irregular past tense worksheet
A series of 15 sentence completion questions. Fill the gap with the correct irregular past tense.
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-ught irregular past tense picture worksheet
A series of 15 sentence completion questions. Replace the picture with the correct irregular past
tense.

-ught irregular past tense lotto
A lotto board with pictures representing 6 –ught past tense verbs i.e. bought, brought, caught, fought,
taught and thought

-ew irregular past tense lotto
A lotto board with pictures representing 6 –ew past tense verbs i.e. threw, grew, flew, blew, drew and
knew

Semantics
Semantic Reasoning
Things that go together jigsaws 1-4
A fun game for thinking about how words/objects link together. Featuring 12 common pairs, this is a
great introduction to thinking about semantic features.

Odd-one-out
A sheet with series of pictures from which the child must identify which is the odd-one-out and why.
Not as easy as it sounds for many children – often you will be surprised by their reasoning. A fun way
to stimulate discussion about semantic features and semantic links.

Categories game cards
Can you name 5 farm animals, or types of food, or musical instruments? That’s the focus of this game
with 48 category game cards. Turn over a category and name 5 things that belong there – it can be
harder than you think!

Give me the category game cards
This time you’re given the items, you just have to name the category. With 36 gamecards it can be
played with the all-purpose boardgame. If you can name an extra item in the category, move forward
one space!

Concepts
Top & Bottom worksheet – apple trees
Practise the early concepts of ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ with this fun worksheet. Cut out the boys and place
them at the top or bottom of the apple tree.

Top & Bottom worksheet – toyshop
Practise the early concepts of ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ with this fun worksheet. Cut out the toys and place
them on the top or bottom shelves in the toyshop.

Top & Bottom worksheet – Christmas trees
Practise the early concepts of ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ with this fun worksheet. Cut out the baubles and
place them at the top or bottom of the Christmas trees.

Top & Bottom worksheet – ladders
Practise the early concepts of ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ with this fun worksheet. Cut out the boys and place
them at the top or bottom of the ladders.

Long & Short worksheet – straws
Practise the concepts of ‘long’ and ‘short’ with this fun colouring worksheet. Decide which straws in
the cups are long or short and colour them in.

Long & Short worksheet – balloons
Practise the concepts of ‘long’ and ‘short’ with this fun colouring worksheet. Decide which balloons
have long or short strings and colour them in.

Long & Short worksheet – pencils
Practise the concepts of ‘long’ and ‘short’ with this fun colouring worksheet. Decide which pencils are
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long or short and colour them in.

Long & Short worksheet – rulers
Practise the concepts of ‘long’ and ‘short’ with this fun colouring worksheet. Decide which rulers are
long or short and colour them in.

Long & Short worksheet – trains
Practise the concepts of ‘long’ and ‘short’ with this fun worksheet. Listen carefully to hear whether to
draw a passenger in the long train or the short train.

Long & Short worksheet – hair
The smiley faces have lost their hair! Take your pencil and listen whether to give them long or short
hair. Talk about what you’ve drawn - 'I've drawn long hair' etc

Behind & In front of activity game
Listen carefully to find out whether to stick the animals behind or in front of the tree or bench. Or,
decide for yourself and say where you are sticking them!

Behind hide and seek worksheet
Duck and Cat are playing hide and seek. Can you say where they are hiding?

Big & Little duckpond game
Cut out the ducks and then fish them out of the pond! Can you say whether you’ve caught a big duck
or a little duck?

General
Ladder
Motivate your child to phonology practice with this ladder wall chart. Put a word on each rung and see
if they can reach the top. Forget their sound and they slide back down to the bottom and start again!

Princess castle motivation chart
Make therapy activities motivating with this chart. With each good sound, sentence etc, the princess
moves one step closer to the fairytale castle!

Football motivation chart
Make therapy activities motivating with this chart. With each good sound, sentence etc, you go past a
defender to get one step closer to the goal. Forget your sound and you’ve been tackled – go back to
the beginning and start again!

Frog Pond game
A fun game for practising phonology or language. With a target word or structure on each lily pad, the
frog has to get from one bank to the other. Make a mistake and he falls in and has to start again!

All-purpose board game
A very useful game board for use with any card set. Put your cards on the colour coded card holder,
then roll the dice. Whichever colour you land on – pick up the cards from the corresponding pile.
Includes all the usual game play of moving back, jumping forward and missing turns.
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